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ABSTRACT: This paper reviews the present situation of the application of wind turbines generator system(WTGS) at home and abroad, describes the strategic significance and the value of sustainable development of
the wind power in the country, illustrates the problems, a variety of reasons and responses on large-scale off-grid
of WTGS, compares the advantages and disadvantages of various methods, gives full consideration to the actual
demand for WTGS works and characteristics and points out the further research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid depletion of fossil fuels
such as coal and the increasing extrusion of environment problems, wind energy with the advantages of
being clean and rich has developed rapidly. But because of the intermittent and discontinuity of wind
power, the stability of power supply of power grid is
greatly affected. And the off-grid of large-scale
WTGS is the main problem for the utilization of wind
power [1]. Therefore, this paper analyzes the causes
and coping strategies on large-scale off-grid of wind
turbine.
2 REASONS ON LARGE-SCALE OFF-GRID OF
WTGS
Wind farm electric wiring [2] is shown in Figure 1.

absorb enough reactive power to system. The solution
to this problem is usually what we install capacitor
group or static reactive compensation device on the
wind farm bus and it can compensate the deficiency of
the reactive power of wind turbine generator system
[11-12]
. Literatures [13-15] study this problem. Among
them, literature [13] analyzes the reactive power limits
of the wind farm based on doubly-fed electrical machine and put forward a kind of calculation method of
reactive power limits of wind power system based on
doubly-fed electrical machine. Literature [14] studies
optimization model and algorithm of distribution network reactive power on the basis of considering the
reactive power adjustment ability of wind farm based
on doubly-fed electrical machine. Literature [15] discusses what the reactive power supply of wind farm
based on doubly-fed electrical machine has important
meaning when voltage rapidly drawdown and power
grid operate steady. The control architecture of wind
power system voltage reactive [3] is shown in Figure 2.

2.1 WTGS reactive power management is imperfect
After the resection of short-circuit fault, power grid
voltage recovers gradually, but the fixed reactive
power compensation equipment of wind turbines haven’t completely run out, and it begins to output reactive power when the voltage is gradually recovered. At
this time, although SVG, MCR and SVC reactive
power equipment can be adjusted, but both adjustments of time constant are dissimilar. In the adjustment of process, if the response time is not enough, so
under the influence of high and low voltage transformation, voltage stability and reliability will be threatened. The Intermittent and volatility of output power
of wind farms have serious influence on the voltage
stability of power system. It will lead to higher or
lower generator terminal voltage of the machine and
seriously will result in the loss of static voltage stability of system when the wind power system is weak
and wind turbine generator system cannot provide or
*Corresponding author: 738458910@qq.com

2.2 WTGS lacks low voltage crossing ability
The loss of low voltage crossing ability is one of the
main causes on large-scale off-grid of WTGS. Because of the loss of low voltage crossing ability, if
power grid fails, the system voltage will drop to about
70% of the rated voltage, and then the WTGS will
appears easily to take off the grid. Even some wind
farm promise to possess low voltage crossing ability,
but its low voltage crossing ability isn’t debugged to
open, and it lacks the certification testing of relevant
departments, therefore it will also appear large-scale
off-grid situation when the failure occurs. With the
large-scale application of wind turbines, the research
of fault ride-through ability of wind turbine is very
important, literature [6] thinks that asynchronous wind
turbines should have the ability of traditional synchronous generator, which can run without off-grid for
power grid fault, can also participate in the control of
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Figure 1. Wind farm electric wiring

voltage and frequency and has the capability of rapid
removal of fault. Literature [7-10] researches low
voltage ride-through technology of wind turbine. Literature [7] detailed analyzes the transient characteristics of three main models about the constant speed
asynchronous wind turbines, synchronous direct-drive
type wind turbines and doubly-fed wind turbines when
the power grid voltage drops, summarizing the main
LVRT scheme raised both at home and abroad and
emphatically analyzes the LVRT plan about the
toughest crossing ability of the doubly-fed wind turbine. Literature [8] discusses the influence that the
doubly-fed wind turbines have on power system transient stability after it connects to grid. Literature [9]
comes up with a novel rotor side protection circuit that
can effectively restrain the increase of voltage of capacitors when the voltage drop in direct current side
on the basis of discussing the model of electrical machine stability and transient mathematics. Literature
[10] establishes a simplified DFIG low voltage
ride-through system, conducts an experiment in 22
KW experiment platform. Last but not least, the results of the experiment show that CrowBar circuit can
restrain the transient current in the stator and the rotor
circuit of electrical machine and the system has the
capability of low voltage ride-through. The require-

ments of low voltage crossing ability on Chinese
WTGS[4] is shown in Figure 3.
2.3 WTGS protection does not conform to the grid
adaptability
On the one hand, the network protection configuration
and WTGS constant value setting can't satisfy the
normal operation needs, converter, WTGS and other
equipment performance is good and bad are intermingled. Current transformer parameters and WTGS main
control constant value can’t cooperate with low voltage crossing ability, electrical protection can’t coordinate with WTGS network protection, and the ability
of resisting disturbance of operation of WTGS is low.
On the other hand, wind farms’ box-type transformer
and step-up transformer tap position is unreasonable
and can’t match with each other. When the
grid-connected node voltage of wind farm is kept
within the scope of plus-minus 10% of nominal voltage, it can’t guarantee the generator terminal voltage
of each wind turbine within the scope of plus-minus
10% of rated voltage. Literature [16] analyzes the
main influence of stability of power grid voltage
around the main access points of wind farm that made
up of doubly-fed electrical machine, discusses in detail the relationship between access capacity of wind
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Figure 2. The control architecture of wind power system voltage reactive

farms and voltage stability, transient stability of power
grid when large disturbances occur and low voltage
ride-through ability of wind power appears. Finally it
draws a conclusion that it is harmful to region voltage
stability when the access capacity of wind farm is too
big. Literature [17] discusses the transient case of
generator terminal voltage of wind turbine when a
fault happens in the power grid, but it doesn’t discuss
the change of the power grid voltage when wind turbines take off the net. Literature [18] illustrates the
impact of the stability of power grid when wind power
access to power grid depending on the case that wind
power accesses to the local power grid In Hami, Xinjiang and puts forward the measures to improve the
voltage quality in grid-connected area in view of the
operation mode of local power grid. Literature [19]
believes that the future research direction is the frequency stability, small interference stability of power
grid after the large-scale wind power is connected to
the power grid and the effect the characteristics of low
voltage ride-through of WTGS have on the stability of
the electric. Off-grid time-series of wind farm [2] is
shown in Table 1.

Figure 3. The requirements of low voltage crossing ability on
Chinese WTGS

2.4 Wind farm construction and operation management level is not scientific
Wind farm constructions have many quality problems,
part of the project construction quality inspection [20],
control and test system implementation do not reach
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the designated position, the design principles and
depth of electric part of wind farm are not unified and
wind farm repeats similar failures. Wind farm operation management has weak link, the safety management system is not sound, field operation regulations
are imperfect, reactive power and secondary system
management can’t meet the security requirements of
power grid, and electric power dispatching institution
does not check protective fixed value (voltage, frequency protection) of wind farm, without effective
supervision and management on the wind farm reactive power compensation device configuration and
parameter setting [21]. The power grid connection diagram of off-grid wind farm is shown in Figure 4.
Table 1. Off-grid time-series of wind farm
Time/s
wind turbine action events

1.7669

No.65-67,71-75 off-grid

1.7844

No.18-24,63,64,68 off-grid

1.8084

No.4-6,10-17,25-35,40-46,53-62,6
9-70,79-83 off-grid

1.8093

No.51,52 off-grid

1.8333

No.1-3,7-9,36-39,47-50,76-78
off-grid

1.8588

No.84 off-grid

1.8854

No.85-93 off-grid

1.9074

No.94-105 off-grid

Figure 4. The power grid connection diagram of off-grid
wind farm

3 WTGS LARGE-SCALE OFF-GRID RESPONSE
3.1 To strengthen the performance of the dynamic
reactive power compensation device of WTGS
Wind farm should inspect the configuration [22] and
performance of reactive power compensation device
combined with its own condition. If the dynamic reactive power adjustment ability of wind farm does not
accord with standard, timely and effective measures
should be taken to rectify it. The inductive reactive
power capacity and exportable largest capacitive of
dynamic reactive power compensation device should
be strictly ensured in accordance with the principle of
the balance of reactive power layering and partition,
the general control of response time of dynamic adjustment is kept within 30ms. Effectively coordinate
WTGS high voltage crossing ability and device response speed, and then WTGS will not meet off-grid
because of the high voltage, so as to ensure the stability of the whole power supply [23]. Emergency reactive
voltage control process is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Emergency reactive voltage control process
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Figure 6. Four phases under wind turbine cascading triping-off
3.2 To ensure the low voltage crossing ability of
wind turbines
By analyzing the off-grid fault of WTGS, the ascensional range of voltage of power grid and generator
terminal are usually 1.2~1.3Un. If most of the unit’s
ability to across high voltage is higher than the range,
then even some off-grid units appear because of exceeding the range of low voltage crossing or not having low voltage crossing ability. So when the voltage
instantaneously rises [24], these parts of the unit can
usually effectively balance their active and reactive
power. Therefore, in order to effectively control the
entire power grid voltage, we must ensure that the low
voltage crossing ability of WTGS to meet the requirements [25].

3.3 To strengthen the management of WTGS
grid-connected detection and protection
WTGS grid-connected detection include low voltage
crossing, power quality, grid adaptive testing[26], active/reactive power regulation ability and the electrical
model validation, and so on. Wind power
grid-connected detection usually adopts the way of
combining field sampling and type testing [27], and the
testing institution shall obtain authorization of competent department of the government. Wind farms and
the protection of the WTGS shall be coordinated with
joint system and shall not be conflicting with adaptability requirements of frequency, voltage and power
quality. Four phases under wind turbine cascading
triping-off are shown in Figure 6.
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3.4 To strengthen the wind power dispatching operation management
When the wind farm submits grid-connected application for the first time to the dispatching agency, it
should submit grid-connected detection report, key
parts information, parameter purchase list of the
WTGS and verified wind turbine electric model [28],
assemble line system parameters, all levels of boost
variable parameters, reactive power compensation
device parameter and control model and the whole
active power/reactive power adjustment ability test
report. Improved functional configuration of automatic reclosing for wind farm is shown in Figure 7.

5 CONCLUSION
In recent years many large-scale WTGS off-grid accidents occurred in our country and a lot of main problems exist in current wind power grid-connected operation. We should actively explore the relevant countermeasures, so as to promote the large-scale development of wind energy application in our country,
effectively solve the problems of energy shortage,
environment pollution and so on and achieve energy
conservation and emission reduction targets.
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Figure 7. Improved functional configuration of automatic reclosing for wind farm
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